The endogeneous pulsed source or flash start technique has been proposed as an improved technique of reactor noise analysis.
The technique has the outstanding feature that a multi-channel time analyzer is started by a specially-conditioned pulse to measure the delay-time dependent correlation function of reactor neutrons.
A prompt mode neutron decay can be observed by analyzing the arrival time of neutron counting pulses with respect to the conditioned pulse. However, the analytical expression given to the analog flash start technique is, so far, an empirical one, resulting with insufficient identification to the observed decay curve.
Some Considerations on the Flash Start Technique
It will be appropriate to define the flash start technique as : "Observation of the giant neutron chain family*** by a conditional measurement".
The neutrons in a non-multiplying medium have no correlation to each other. The output of a neutron count rate circuit can be approximately regarded as Gaussian (See Fig. 1 ). In a multiplying medium, some of the neutrons are correlated timewise to each other. The output of the neutron count rate circuit can here also be considered to have a Gaussian distribution. But in this case it has a larger standard deviation than in the non-multiplying medium, when both outputs are of the same mean value. A large value in standard deviation means that there is a high probability for the variable to deviate from the mean value. This tendency of large standard deviation becomes pronounced when the reactivity in the multiplying medium approaches critical state. Conversely, experimental data that contribute an increase in the standard deviation have values deviating from the mean level. In the neighborhood of such data, there are relatively more neutrons that correlate in time to each other. This tendency becomes more pronounced when the deviation of the data from the mean level is positive, due to the higher probability in this case of the existence of a giant neutron chain family (1)(2). Measurements under such a condition will produce data with improved S/N ratio.
Theoretical Considerations
In the present study, it is assumed that the time-varying random signals obtained as the output of count rate circuits have a two-dimensional Gaussian amplitude distribution ; and two analytical expressions will be derived for the analog flash start technique. The flash start technique in the present case is not completely the same as the technique proposed by Szechter(3)(4) and Pacilio(5), though it is an equivalent to it.
(1) Analog-Analog Method Two count rate circuits are used. We choose as the origin of conditional correlation the instant when the output of one count rate circuit reaches the preset level above average. Then the output of the second count rate circuit is recorded as a function of the time elapse from the origin. It is required to shift the mean level of both outputs to zero value. The shifted outputs x1, x2 are distributed according to the function(6)
The expected value of x2 under the condition that the fluctuation of x1 has a preset value x1' can be derived by means of a conditional probability distribution function:
where <x2'> : Expected value of x2 under the condition that the fluctuation of x1 has a preset value x1' mi=<xi>=0 the reactor. The constant A can be derived rigorously by using both the neutron pair-counting probability and the time constant of the count rate circuit. The averaging procedure in Eq. (2) is somewhat laborious in practice since x2 is an analog signal while the multi-channel time analyzer is a logical instrument. The author here proposes an expedient method based on the flash start technique, which we call the conditional polarity method.
(2) Conditional Polarity Method Two count rate circuits are again used. We choose as origin of conditional measurement the instant when the output of one count rate circuit reaches the preset level above average. Then, the probability that the output of the second count rate circuit has a higher value than its own mean level (i.e. positive polarity) is analyzed as a function of the time elapse from the origin, using a multichannel time analyzer or a specially devised logical instrument. In such a case, the probability density function obtained is derived in the form Here, the Hermite polynomial expansion is applied to g(x1', x2):
From the expansion coefficients, where f(x): Marginal distribution of g(x1, x2).
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4 ),
The proposed method is based on this relation.
The signal x2 is converted to an one-bit variable whether it is above or below the mean level.
Therefore, the measurement by the conditional polarity method can be made very easily, using a multi-channel time analyzer. A secondary mode, turb the linearity of the data is negligibly small in reactors with long prompt neutron lifetime or with plutonium fuel, and it is precisely such reactors that call for these improved techniques. The constant background, 1/2, may deviate from the expected value on account of error in setting the mean level. Here again, the amount of deviation can be estimated accurately(7) by recording the logical unbalance in the measurements. This tendency, seen in Eq. (2), also appears in where Q is the correlation term with Gaussian weighting function. Differentiating Eq. (7) by x' and setting equal to zero, These solutions, however, are valid only for an experiment in which every trigger pulse generated from the x1 signal upon crossing of preset level can set off a multi-channel time analyzer without any loss through dead-time effect during the sweep.
To summarize, the flash start techniques, which have in the past been very successfully applied in experiments, without, however, being backed by sufficient theoretical considerations, and particularly in the case of the analog flash start technique, has here been studied analytically in reference to the Gaussian distribution model for the fluctuations as well as to the concept of the giant neutron chain family. As a result, a highly refined method -the conditional polarity methodis proposed.
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